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The NGO Water For Karakalpakstan has ordered 
2400 ORIAZ Solar-Dripper for Uzbekistan families      French version communiqué. 

This region of Central Asia located near the Aral Sea is suffering the worst droughts for several years. 
After decades of unsuitable industrial agriculture, the Aral Sea has dried up 90 % and dropped 14 m 
down leading to soil salinization and even more extreme temperatures. 

The director of the NGO Water for Karakalpakstan, mr Nik Chantel was looking for a sturdy, ultra 
efficient drip irrigation system to distribute locally to families and allow melon or vegetable crops to be 
grown with the minimum of water. They found ORIAZ in France through research on drip irrigation 
efficiency.   The Solar-Dripper can reach an unrivaled level of up to 99.4%. 

Thanks to its patented bioclimatic regulator, the ORIAZ Solar-Dripper can provide a watering rate of 10 
to 1000 times slower than conventional drippers.  In addition, watering is naturally synchronized with 
evapotranspiration (ET). This proven natural synchronism with plants needs improves growth by 
avoiding soil saturation and reducing percolation losses. 

Finally, the special ORIAZ regulator is 10 to 100 times more clogging resistant.  Biofilms, salts and 
particles of 2 mm can pass trough. The Solar-Dripper can thus use river water, gray water or rainwater 
directly without filtration or electricity needs.  Robust and inexpensive, it has a lifespan of 5 to 20 years.

2400 ORIAZ drippers already arrived in Uzbekistan but the needs are huge.
You can help to send more Solar-Dripper with this online donation link. 

The offices of the NGO Water for Karakalpakstan are open for three weeks inThe offices of the NGO Water for Karakalpakstan are open for three weeks in
Uzbekistan to distribute this solution.Uzbekistan to distribute this solution.  

The Embassy of Uzbekistan is very receptive to this proven solution.The Embassy of Uzbekistan is very receptive to this proven solution.  

Aral sea 

https://solar-dripper.com/en/
https://oriaz-environnement.sumupstore.com/article/water-for-karakalpakstan
https://solar-dripper.com/en/drip-irrigation-efficiency/
https://solar-dripper.com/en/drip-irrigation-efficiency/
https://karakalpakstan.net/
https://solar-dripper.com/wp-content/uploads/communique-de-presse-oriaz-karakalpakstan.pdf
https://karakalpakstan.net/
https://solar-dripper.com/water-for-karakalpakstan/
https://oriaz-environnement.sumupstore.com/article/water-for-karakalpakstan


    

    

First package shipped to Uzbekistan
at the Annecy post office
and received two weeks later.



Families receive the Solar-Dripper
 to improve their production.



The ORIAZ Solar-Dripper invented by engineer Robert Cossette in Annecy received the sustainable 
development award locally in 2003, national eco trophies in 2009, and the SolarImpulse foundation 
efficient solution label in 2019. The Solar-Dripper is recommended by the Rich Earth Institute (USA).  

Robert Cossette's experiences have been the subject of several reports. For example, the ET tests in 
Annecy and Switzerland, the use of urine as a fertilizer and the planting of Corsican Laricio pines. 

8 Mont Blanc on the ET tests carried out in Switzerland ( in french):

FR3 report in 2019 on the cultivation of tomatoes
fertilized with urine and eaten in Sweden during
the World Water Week.

TV Report on the Corsican Laricio pine plantation

 
Robert Cossette was a speaker  at the Rich Earth Summit to explain how to apply Urine as a free 
fertilizer with the Solar-Dripper. 

He was also invited as an eco-entrepreneur expert speaker at the Susana 2021 meeting.

Tested and Recommended 
in USA by

https://www.susana.org/en/
https://youtu.be/nZqG2hdS2p8?t=2677
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCBXCGriO1A&t=284s
https://solar-dripper.com/en/world-water-week-2019/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lih-YCKqvcY&t=21s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLkzEFmBtko
https://www.ledauphine.com/haute-savoie/2009/10/28/pluie-d-eco-trophees-sur-l-arrosoir-solaire
https://youtu.be/Yc3nYUJDDrI
https://richearthinstitute.org/
https://solar-dripper.com/en/world-water-week-2019/
https://youtu.be/nZqG2hdS2p8?t=2677




The fact sheets have been translated into 4 local langages by Water for Karakalpakstan.



The ORIAZ Solar Dripper has been tested in France, Switzerland, Austria, Canada, USA, Africa, 
Madagascar and Mexico in extreme drought situations. Tomatoes are sweeter using less water.  

Consumers can order ORIAZ by this link (20 € for 6 Solar-Drippers) from our inline web site. 

Retailers and distributors can contact us to have the ORIAZ available in store. 
NGOs can get this essential watering product at the humanitarian conditions. 
ORIAZ Solar-Dripper can be use for home gardening or tree plantation. 

Journalists are welcome to visit us in Annecy or to call us for a ZOOM meeting. 

Contact :   Robert Cossette  +33 4 50 66 55 89     +33 6 76 94 27 97

  Oriaz Environnement
  4 rue Saint-François de Sales
  74000 Annecy, France

https://solar-dripper.com/en/

